loving fundraising

#flatcapfriday

here's your recipe for flat cap friday success...
ingredients:

1 Flat Cap per person
Get your thinking caps on’ ideas list
A handful of mates or colleagues
A pinch of fun

method:

Mix it all together and have it ready
to serve on any Friday in March (or
any day of your choice!)
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preparation:

Less than an hour

serves:

To improve the odds for brain
tumour patients in Yorkshire.

@YorkshireBTC

#flatcapfriday
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Share a selfie in your flat cap in your favourite local Yorkshire location!

Keyworkers wear your flat caps to work and share your selfies with us.

Don’t forget to tag in your favourite celeb
or friend to wear a their flat cap too

Wear your flat cap on zoom to meetings and whilst networking to raise
awareness, you can even use our special selfie frame on social media to
encourage your followers to share it too

Create your own Flat Cap Friday challenge - how many times can you
flip your hat and catch it? Or catch something in it?

Share a video of you singing or dancing in your flat cap and ask your
followers to donate online instead of throwing spare change in your
buskers flat cap

Host a Peaky Blinders themed event with your family, friends or
colleagues on Zoom or in person.

Host a Yorkshire quiz on zoom with our pre-written questions and
answers for the quiz master

Help us get #flatcapfriday #braintumourawarenessmonth
#getyourthinkingcapson trending by sharing your selfies and fun ideas

Organise a Flat Cap Brew

Play guess the famous flat cappers

Download our flat cap colouring sheet, perfect for children or
adults as a mindful activity

